Building Design Challenge
A fun (and yummy) STEM activity that has endless possibilities. Build two dimensional letters, then build three dimensional shapes. From there build whatever you can dream up – a house, a tower, a pyramid, even an animal.

Supplies Needed:
- marshmallows
- toothpicks

Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

Paper Bridges
Can you build a paper bridge strong enough to support 100 pennies? What about a small toy car? 10 small toy cars? 1 larger toy car?

Supplies Needed:
- several pieces of 8.5 x 11 paper
- 6 or more books
- 100 pennies
- ruler
- tape (optional)

Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

Design A Pretend Museum Exhibit
Whether it’s an art, science, or history museum, curate a collection and display it using items from around your home. Let your family know when your new museum is open for tours!